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Wall mount & Island



TMFrenchCountryFrenchCountry
The French Country custom product line has been designed for 
wall mount and island applications. The French Country hood is equipped 
with a Vent-a-Hood magic lung blower system, internal or remote.
This Vent Hood is customizable and commonly designed for 30” - 60” 
ranges, gas or electric. Our experienced staff will be glad to assist you, 
and your designer, through-out your next kitchen or outdoor grill project.
(Photo to the left, medium dark, rubbed and waxed finish)
 
  

The Copper Sweep custom product line has been designed for wall mount
applications. This unit is married with custom mahogany crown molding 
and corbels to match your kitchen cabinet and trim plans.The Copper Sweep
hood is equipped with a Vent-a-Hood magic 
lung blower system, internal or remote. This 
Vent Hood is customizable and commonly 
designed for 30” - 60” ranges, gas or electric. 
(Photo to the left, dark, rubbed and waxed finish)
 
  

The Burgundian-Lavaux custom product line has been designed for 
wall mount and island applications. The Burgundian hood is equipped 
with a Vent-a-Hood magic lung blower system, internal or remote.
This Vent Hood is customizable and commonly designed for 30” - 60” 
ranges, gas or electric. Our experienced staff will be glad to assist you, 
and your designer, through-out your next kitchen or outdoor grill project.
(Photo to the right, medium finish, sprayed & modeled sealed with wax)
 
  

The Pastoral custom product line has been designed for wall mount and island 
applications. Copper rivets and engraved steel strapping enhance the bold look
of the Pastoral. The Vent-a-Hood magic lung blower system (internal or remote)
is included with the unit. This Vent Hood is customizable and commonly designed 
for 30” - 60” ranges, gas or electric. Our experienced staff will be glad to assist you, 
and your designer, through-out your next kitchen or outdoor grill project.
(Photo to the right, medium finish, rubbed and waxed finish)
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The Copper Sweep custom product line has been designed for 
wall mount and island applications. The Copper Sweep hood is 
equipped with a Vent-a-Hood magic lung blower system, internal  
or remote. This Vent Hood is customizable and commonly designed for 
30” - 60” ranges, gas or electric. This hand hammered hood has
steel strapping secured by brass rivets and hammered family crest.
(Photo to the left, medium, rubbed and waxed finish)
 
  

The Old World custom product line has been designed for wall mount
applications. We have added hand hammered grapes to this french 
                                                    country style hood. The Old World
                                                    hood is equipped with Vent-a-Hood 
                                                    magic lung blower system, internal 
                                                    or remote. This Vent Hood is
                                                    customizable.
                                                    (Photo to the left, dark, 
                                                     rubbed and waxed finish)
 
  

The Triumph custom product line has been designed for 
wall mount and island applications. The Triumph hood is equipped 
with a Vent-a-Hood magic lung blower system, internal or remote.
This Vent Hood is customizable and commonly designed for 30” - 60” 
ranges, gas or electric. Our experienced staff will be glad to assist you, 
and your designer, through-out your next kitchen or outdoor grill project.
(Photo to the right, medium finish, sprayed & modeled sealed with wax)
 
  

The Dome custom product line has been designed for wall mount and island 
applications. Copper rivets enhance the bold look of the Dome .
The Vent-a-Hood magic lung blower system (internal or remote)
is included with the unit. This Vent Hood is customizable and commonly designed 
for 30” - 60” ranges, gas or electric. Our experienced staff will be glad to assist you, 
and your designer, through-out your next kitchen or outdoor grill project.
(Photo to the right, medium dark finish, sprayed & waxed finish)
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Custom Applications, No Problem!
We know that you need custom styles and sizes at an affordable price. 

The Copper Shop’s In-House design team is ready to follow your project
to completion! 

Other Fine Products...
Did you know that Copper is a natural antimicrobial? The

EPA has registered 300+ copper alloys as antimicrobial materials.
It has been scientifically proven that copper kills more than 99.9% 

of  disease causing bacteria and can be used to make surfaces
that are frequently touched much more sanitary.

  

A few words from our customers...

Make every dollar count!
Custom or standard, The Copper Shop engineers 

every component  for functionality, durability
and efficient production. We know that when it comes

to your new construction or renovation, that many
lifetime decisions are being made, we are here to make

sure that you get what your expecting.  
From design to shipping, our staff  is always 

here for you.

I received my Range Hood today
and I LOVE IT! Thank you for working 
through all of  this with me.
Karen

Good morning....., the hood looks great! 
Have gotten so many compliments on it.
I will send you pictures ... Thanks so much!!
Elizabeth

Hi...
The Hood is gorgeous and my kitchen is 
almost done, I will send you pictures so 
you can show everyone how beautiful 
your work is.
Kathy

The hood arrived this morning. 
They just un-crated it and it looks 
beautiful. Hope you took a picture.
Thanks so much and Happy New Year. 
Linda

We just received our hood and it is just 
beautiful.  Your service and  response 
couldn't have been more responsive and 
appreciated, as it has since the beginning. 
Feel free to share my experience and email 
with anyone.
Jenny

.... thank you so much for an awesome 
Copper Range Hood! The contractor 
installed it this weekend, it is perfect, 
very quiet and so well made! When I get 
a chance I will take a photo, Thanks again!
Barbra

-The Copper Shop, still providing the highest quality 
 handcrafted copper products to you!

Andrew & Andrea Preske - Extreme Makeover
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